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To All Railway Modelers,  
 
 
We are pleased to invite you to the 9th Annual "TT weekend Žilina 2017” with 
international participation. 
 
The meeting will participate by clubs from the Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary and Slovakia. The 
main topic is based on the operation of the trains, from the period after 1985 on monorail (possibly 
double-track) of the main line with local track. The special historical train cars with steam 
locomotives are included in the graphic timetable. Freight transport of the ending period of "RVHP" 
and the arrival of private companies. The scope and type of transported goods according to the 
nature and type of registered stations. 
 

 
GVD:  0-24 in modelling time of 1:3 (1:4), with possible adjustments as 

needed 
 
Date of meeting:  30.8.2017  –  3.9.2017   
 
Meeting place:  SOŠ Stavebná, Tulipánová 2, Žilina  

https://goo.gl/maps/2oo1AYxzaW52 
 
Schedule of meeting: 
 
30.8.2017  from 16:00 arrival at SOŠS, accommodation 

to 21:00  construction of layout, kits preparation with wagon cards, 
 

31.8.2017 09:00 - 13:00 testing layout, DCC, phones 
lunch  
14:00 - 18:00 driving trains according to GVD / private 
dinner 
19:00 - 21:00 free drives, photo, video 
 

1.9.2017 09:00 - 13:00 driving trains according to GVD 
lunch 
14:00 - 18:00 driving trains according to GVD / the public 14:00-17:00 / 
dinner 
19:00  driving trains according to GVD / private, free drives, photo, video 
 

2.9.2017 09:00 - 13:00 driving trains according to GVD / the public 10:00-13:00/  
lunch 
14:00 - 18:00 driving trains according to GVD / the public 14:00-16:00/  
  
19:00  meeting with gastronomic experience 
 

3.9.2017 09:00 - 13:00 driving trains according to GVD / private 
lunch 
14:00 end of meeting, dismantling layout and conclusion. 
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Participation fee:  10,- €  
 
Accommodation:  hostel SOŠS Žilina Bôrik 
 
Meals:     lunch and dinner at the restaurant.       
 
Prices for accommodation and meals will be specified. Approximately: accommodation 8.5,- 
€/night, car 1.0,- €/night, lunch menu with drink 4.5,- €, dinner with drink 3.5,- € 
 
Contents of the application: 

name; surname; accommodation (yes/no); meal (yes/no); 
registered station; modules tracks; *.dwg; *.dxf; 
station data sheet;  
registered locomotives + addresses DCC; registered train kits. 

 
Contacts: 
 
Coordinator of meeting: Michal Gáborík 

+421 905 939 726 kmzhorky@gmail.com  janvanco@azet.sk  
Accommodation, meal: Ján Vančo 

+421 905 509 328 kmzhorky@gmail.com  janvanco@azet.sk  
Layout :   Michal Gáborík 

+421 905 939 726  kmzhorky@gmail.com  m.gaborik@stonline.sk  
Graphic Timetable:  Tibor Brics 

+421 903 440 061 kmzhorky@gmail.com  tiborko@seznam.cz  
Petr Novotný   
+420 603 877 187 kmzhorky@gmail.com  petr.novotny@ateliermok.eu 

Transport:   Tibor Brics 
+421 903 440 061 kmzhorky@gmail.com  tiborko@seznam.cz 

Locomotives (address DCC) Marián Končelík 
  kmzhorky@gmail.com  marian.koncelik@gmail.com 

 
Address range:  

Slovakia  1000-1999 
Czech  2000-2999 
Poland  9000-9999 
Hungary 4000-4999 

 
 
 
Deadline of registration for stations and modules    30.5.2017 
 
Deadline of registration for persons, accommodation and meal  15.7.2017 
 
 
 
 


